Introduction
In important work some thirty years ago, G. Birkhoff [2, 3] and E. Hopf [16, 17] showed that large classes of positive linear operators behave like contraction mappings with respect to certain 'almost' metrics. Hopf worked in a space of measurable functions and took as his 'almost' metric the oscillation o){y/x) of functions y and x with x(t) > 0 almost everywhere, denned by a>(y/x) = ess. sup -ess. inf ^-^. Birkhoff used what has been called ( [7] ) 'Hilbert's projective metric' or ( [9] ) the 'Cayley-Hilbert metric'. In each case, it proved possible to obtain sharp estimates for the contraction constant of a positive linear operator with respect to the ' almost' metric. Subsequently, several authors generalized and sharpened the original results and established a close connection between the Birkhoff and Hopf theorems. A partial list of contributors includes F. L. Bauer [l] , M. A. Ostrowski [25, 26] and P. J. Bushell [8, 7, 9] . In addition, a number of mathematicians who were apparently unaware of most of the above-mentioned theorems obtained closely related results and interesting new propositions. We mention A. M. Krasnosel'skii, Je. E. Lifshits, Yu. V. Pokornyi, A. V. Sobolev, and refer the reader to [19] , [31] and the book [18] .
We shall prove here a generalization of the work of Birkhoff, Hopf, Bauer, Ostrowski, Bushell and others and refer to the cumulative result as the Birkhoff-Hopf Theorem: see Theorems 3-5 and 3-6 below and the formulae of Section 6.
Typically, when the Birkhoff-Hopf Theorem is applied to a positive (possibly noncompact) linear operator L, it implies that the L has a unique, normalized, positive eigenvector v with corresponding eigenvalue A equal to the spectral radius of L and that there are explicitly computable constants M and c, with c < 1, such that \\L n x\\ * Partially supported by NSFDMS 91-05930.
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for all positive vectors x. In addition, one may obtain explicitly computable formulae for the so-called spectral clearance q(L) given by where <r(L) denotes the spectrum of L and r(L) its spectral radius. Indeed, such estimates were one of the original motivations for the Birkhoff-Hopf theorem. We shall discuss these results more fully in a sequel to this paper [13] .
In fact, the Birkhoff-Hopf theorem and associated ideas are important for a wide variety of problems. It plays a central role in proving so-called linear and nonlinear weak ergodic theorems of population biology (see [10, 14, 15, 23] ); it is a useful tool in problems concerned with rescaling matrices or non-negative integral kernels (socalled DAD theorems; see [6, 24] , [22, Section 4] and the references to the literature in [22] ); it has proved crucial in some problems concerning ordinary differential equations, particularly the question of convergence in direction (see [5, 4, 29, 30, 32] ); finally, these ideas play an important role in discussing convergence of f n (x) and f n (x)/\\f n (x)\\ when / belongs to an appropriate class of nonlinear operators and x is an element of a cone (see [21, 23] ).
Despite its usefulness, the Birkhoff-Hopf theorem is not as widely known as it should be, perhaps because of what A. M. Ostrowski [25, p. 91] has called a 'certain inaccessibility of Birkhoff's presentation'. As far as we know, we present here the first self-contained, elementary proof of the most general form of the theorem, treating a vector space V with a cone C ^ F, a vector space W with a cone D ^ W and a linear map L: V-> W with L(C) <~D. Our basic observation is that it suffices to prove the theorem in the case when V and W are two-dimensional. Next we analyse two-dimensional cones and show that it suffices to prove the theorem when V = W= U 2 , C =D = {xsU 2 :x 1 ,x 2^0 }&ndL = ft ^], with a > 1. Proving the theorem in this case is a simple calculus exercise which is carried out in Section 5. An amusing benefit of our proof is that, in contrast to all previous work, we need no assumption that our cones are Archimedean or almost Archimedean.
The approach here basically follows unpublished notes of R. D. Nussbaum which were written in 1986-87 and were one topic in a series of lectures at Emory University in the Spring of 1988. Independently, S. P. Eveson [12, 11] found a closely related proof of the theorem for the almost Archimedean case. The present paper unites and refines these two approaches.
Preliminary definitions and results
Definition 2-1. If V is a real vector space and C is a subset of V, we shall call C a cone (with vertex at 0) if it satisfies the following three properties:
(1) C is convex; (2) tC £ C whenever t ^ 0, where tO = {tx: xeC}; (3) CO (-C) = {0}. If C satisfies properties (1) and (2), but not necessarily (3), we shall call C a wedge.
Remark 2-2. Note that we do not, in contrast to some of the literature, assume that V is a topological vector space in which C is closed. If V is a topological vector space
The Birkhoff-Hopf theorem 33 and C is a cone in V, then the closure C of C need not be a cone (for example, let V = U 2 and C = {(u,v):u > 0} U {(0,0)}). I t is, however, easily verified that C is a wedge.
Definition 23. A cone C in a real vector space V induces a partial ordering on V by x^cy if and only if y -xeC.
If there is no danger of confusion, we shall write x ^ y instead of x ^ c y. If x 6 C and y e V, we shall say that x dominates y if there exist real numbers a and yf f with ax^cy ^cfix.
If in addition x 4= 0, we shall follow Bushell [7] and define We leave the easy proofs of these facts to the reader. The subspace V x is also the domain of the classical order norm | | x introduced by Krein and Rutman [20] . If we consider V = C(S), the Banach space of continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff space S, let C be the cone of non-negative functions in V and choose an everj'where positive function x, then we have As a special case, where 8 is a discrete space of n points, we have C(S) = R n and
A similar example, first studied by Hopf [16, 17] , arises in a space of real measurable functions, quotiented as usual by the equivalence relation of 'equal almost everywhere' and partially ordered by the cone of equivalence classes of almost everywhere non-negative functions. In this case, the supremum and infimum are replaced by their 'essential' counterparts.
Definition 26. Let C be a cone in a real vector space V. If x, ye C\{0}, we shall say that x is comparable to y in C if x dominates y and y dominates x. We shall write x c y or x ~ y to denote this, using the second form where there is no danger of confusion. It is easily verified that comparability is an equivalence relation on C; its equivalence classes are known as components. 
The reader may easily supply the simple proofs of these facts, or refer to [8] for proofs of these and other related results in a slightly less general framework.
The example given in Remark 2-5 shows that if d{x, y) = 0 then it is not necessarily true that a; is a scalar multiple of y. 
Since R^ was an arbitrary number greater thani?, we conclude that diam(co(T); C) ^R.
(c) Assume for a contradiction that there exist non-zero elements u and v of S which are incomparable in C. We may assume without loss of generality that v does not dominate u in C, and consider two subcases: (1) that u does not dominate v in C and (2) that u does dominate v in C.
For 0 < e < 1, define u e = u + ev and v e = v + eu. Suppose first that we are in subcase (1). We claim that M(vju £ ) = e" 1 and m(vju e ) = e. Certainly we have
On the other hand, if M(vju e ) < y < e" 1 , we find that
and, since 1 -ye > 0, this implies that e < y and u dominates v, a contradiction. The argument that m(vju e ) = e is similar and is left to the reader. Since S is convex, we have that (l + e)~lu e eS\{0} and (1+e)~1v e e<S\{0}. Finally,
.
Letting e | 0 , we contradict the assumption that diam(»S;C) <oo. We may therefore assume we are in subcase (2) . If we define S = C, the reader will easily verify that diam(#; C) = 0 but that (0, -1) and (1,0) are incomparable elements of S.
Remark 2-11. In Definition 3-9 below, we define V(x, y) to be the subspace spanned by x and y (so V(x, y) has a natural topology) and define C(x, y) = C D V(x, y). With this notation, one may easily verify that the condition in part (c) of Proposition 2-9 is satisfied if C(u, v) is a cone whenever u, veS\{0} and u dominates v in C.
Positive linear operators
If C and D are cones in real vector spaces V and W respectively and L is a linear map from Fto WwithL(C) £ £> ; we wish to compare w(y/x; C) with w(Ly/Lx;D) and d(x, y; C) with d(Lx, Ly; Z)). Our first lemma is trivial but will play an important role. LEMMA 
3-1. Suppose that C is a cone in a real vector space V, that D is a cone in a real vector space W and that L: F-> W is a linear map with L(C) £ Z>. / / ze C, yeV and x dominates y then Lx dominates Ly in W and w(Ly/Lx;D) ^ o)(y/x;C). (3)

If x, yeC and x ~ c y then Lx ~ D Ly and d(Lx,Ly)^d(x,y). (4)
If L is a bisection and L(C) = D then equality holds in both (3) and (4).
Proof. If x dominates y in V and ax < c y ^ cfl x ' then fix -y€C and y -axeC, so L(/lx -y)eD and L(y -ax)eD. In terms of the order relation, we have
showing that 
N(L;C,D) is called the Hopf oscillation ratio, k(L;C,D) is called the Birkhoff contraction ratio and A(L;C,D) is called the protective diameter.
We shall as usual abbreviate these to
We may have A(L) =oo and^(L) =oo, and if we let log oo = oo, then we have
In much of the literature, N(L ;C,D) is defined only in terms of comparable elements of the cone. Our definition is equivalent, as the following lemma shows. Proof. This formula is identical to the definition of N(L;C,D) except that y is restricted to being comparable to x instead of being allowed to be dominated by x. To prove it, we shall show that if x e C and y e V with x dominating y then there exists zsC comparable to x with w(y/x) = (o(z/x) and w(Ly/Lx) = w(Lz/Lx). We shall generally use this formulation of N(L; C,Z)) in preference to our original definition, but it is useful in applications not to restrict ourselves to non-negative vectors.
These definitions leave us in a position to state our main theorem. THEOREM 
-5. Let C be a cone in a real vector space V,D be a cone in a real vector space W and L be a linear map from V to W with L(C)
£ D. Suppose that A(L) < oo. Then k(L;C,D)=N(L;C,D) = tanh \ THEOREM 3 -
Let C be a cone in a real vector space V,D be a cone in a real vector space W and L be a linear map from V to W with L(C)
We shall see later that it is easy to deduce Theorem 3-6 from Theorem 3-5. These theorems have a long history. In the literature it has usually been assumed that C = D, but for various applications to nonlinear problems it is useful to have C 4= D (see [22, section 4] , [24] and [6] ). Furthermore, as we shall see, allowing different cones permits a flexibility in our arguments which will actually simplify the proof.
It has also usually been assumed in the literature that V and W are topological vector spaces and that C and D are closed, or at least satisfy some sort of 'Archimedean' property. Our arguments will show that these assumptions are unnecessary.
If V = W is a Banach space and C = D is a closed cone in V, G. Birkhoff [2, 3] showed that k(L;C,C) = tanhiA(Z,; C,C). [25] and P. J. Bushell [8] showed that
Apparently unaware of some of the literature (notably Birkhoff's papers [2] and [3] ), Zabreiko, Krasnosel'skii and Pokornyi [31] and Krasnosel'skii and Sobolev [19] have obtained closely related results. The first step in proving Theorem 35, and the heart of our approach to the problem, is to show that it suffices to prove it when V and W have dimension less than 40 SIMON P. EVESON AND ROGER D. NUSSBAUM or equal to 2. First, we need to give some definitions and recall some elementary results.
Definition 3.7. If 0 is a cone in a real vector space V, we shall call C finitedimensional if there exists a finite-dimensional subspace E of V with C ^ E. In this case, we define dira(C), the dimension of C, to be the smallest dimension of a finitedimensional linear subspace E of V with C £ E.
Recall (see [27, 
By virtue of this remark, topology will play some role in the proof of Theorem 3-5. We shall need another well-known result of point set topology. By using these elementary remarks, we can reduce the proof of Theorem 35 to the proof of a much simpler result. 
one may easily verify that k(L;C,D) =N(L;C,D) = A(L\C,D) = 0, so Theorem 35 is trivially true. If dim(C) = dim(D) = 2 and dim(F) = dim(PT) = 2 butL is not injective, then the range of L is of dimension zero or one; in either case, one may easily verify that k(L;G,D) = N(L;C,D) = A(L;C,D) = 0, so Theorem 3-5 is again trivially true.
We now assume that Theorem 3 -5 is true whenever the spaces and cones involved are two-dimensional and the map is injective. By virtue of the remarks above, this implies that it is true whenever the two spaces are two-dimensional.
We
now abbreviate k(L; C,D),N(L; C,D) and A(L; C,D) to k(L),N(L) and A(L). For x,yeC we have (using the notation in Definition 3-9)
L: V{x,y)^W{Lx,Ly); L(C(x,y)) Ŵ e may thus define functions k, N and A on C x C by k(x,y) = k(L;C(x,y),D(Lx,Ly)), N(x,y) = N(L;C(x,y),D(Lx,Ly)), A(x,y) = A(L;C(x,y),D(Lx,Ly)).
Since we have assumed Theorem 3-5 to be true for spaces of dimension 2 or less, we have
k(x,y)=N(x,y) = t*nh$A(x,y).
On the other hand, using the identities in Remark 3-10, we have 
It follows easily that k(L) = suY>{k(x,y):x,yeC}, N(L) = suv{N(x,y):x,yeC}, A(L) = sup{A{x,y):x,yeC}.
By using these equations and (6), we see that 
Let C be a cone in a real vector space V,D be a cone in a real vector space W and L a linear map from V to W with L(C) £ D and A(L;C,D)
Classification of two-dimensional cones
In this Section, we shall show that the closure of a two-dimensional cone in the plane is either a half-plane or may be identified by means of a linear isomorphism with the positive quadrant. These representations give a simple formula for the projective metric in a two-dimensional cone. These facts are almost self-evident, but their proof does not appear to be as simple as one might expect.
The topology used on the plane throughout this section will be the usual Euclidean topology.
THEOREM 4 1 . Let Cbea two-dimensional cone in IR
2
. Then exactly one of the following two alternatives is true.
(
1) C is a cone and there exist linearly independent vectors u and v such that C = {Au + fiv. A,/t ^ 0},
= {Au + fiv: A,fi> 0}. (2) C is not a cone and there exist linearly independent vectors u and v such that C = {Au+fiv:
AeU,u^0}, C = {Au + uv: Ae(R, / M> 0}.
Proof. Since C is two-dimensional, it contains two linearly independent vectors, a and b. It follows that
is an open set contained in C, so Aa+/iibeC whenever A,u > 0. In particular, there is a disc centred at (a + b) and contained in C, so there is a disc centred at -(a + b) entirely disjoint from C, and hence -( The Birkhoff-Hopf theorem
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We define x = 2a + beC and y = -(a + b)$C, and note that x and y are linearly independent. We now consider two cases: that C is a cone, and that it is not a cone.
If C is a cone, define T by r = s u p { * e ( 0 , l):(l-t)y + tx$C}.
Our selection of x and y ensures that 0 < T < 1, that u = (1 -T) X + ry e dC, and that (because x and y are linearly independent) u 4= 0. Since we are assuming that C is a cone, -u^C. We now define a by a-= sup{se(0,1): (l-s)(-u) + sx$C}.
As before, we find that 0 < a < 1, that v = (l -a)( -u) + axedC and, since x and y are linearly independent, that u and ?; are also linearly independent. Since C is a wedge, we have
We easily derive from Lemma 3-8 that C = C, so (J = C 2 {AM +/tv: A,/^ > 0}.
To complete the proof, it suffices to show that
If not, then there exists a point z = A o u + /i o veC with either A o < 0 or ju 0 < 0. We may assume without loss of generality that A o < 0 and note that then fi 0 > 0, since otherwise we would have z =t = 0, zeC and -zeC. We now have, by , that
contradicting the fact that v e 8C. We now consider the alternative case, that C is not a cone. Since C is a wedge, there exists u =# 0 with u, -ueC. It follows that uedC, since otherwise we would have ueC = 0 and -ueC, from which it would follow by Lemma 3-8 that
Similarly, -uedC. Now, select veC, and note that v and w are linearly independent, since otherwise v would be a scalar multiple of u, and hence an element of dC. Because C is a wedge containing u, -u and v, C 2 {Au+fiv: AeR,/i ^ 0}.
To complete the proof, we must show that C contains no element of the form 
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To use these results concerning the closures of cones instead of a more detailed classification scheme based on the cones themselves, we need to know that if C is a cone then it induces the same projective metric and oscillation as C. This is the content of the next lemma. 
Proof. This result follows easily from 4-4. I LEMMA 4-6. To prove Theorem 3-5, it is sufficient to prove it in the case that dim(F) = dim(PF) = dim(C) = dim(Z>) = 2, C and D are cones and L is injective.
Proof. We already know that it is sufficient to prove Theorem 3 To prove the theorem for this restricted case, we shall use the simple formulae for w and d in (R 2 to convert the problem into a simple exercise in calculus. Before we start, we shall use one final reduction. This is not strictly necessary, but it substantially simplifies the calculus. 
| c d there exists a matrix
A' = with k(A') = k{A), N(A') = N(A) and A(A') = A(A).
We shall construct this matrix by multiplication on the left and right by matrices which are bijections on the cone. According to Lemma 3'12, this does not affect N, k or A.
We begin by finding positive diagonal matrices D x and D 2 such that D X AD 2 is doubly stochastic, that is that its row and column sums are all 1. Let , and in [6] and [24] . Clearly, the key result above is a direct proof of the DAD theorem for 2 x 2 matrices; conversely, it is a special case of results in section 4 of [22] that Theorem 3 5 can be used to give an easy direct proof of the above-mentioned DAD theorem in the nxn case. Thus, there is a close connection between DAD theorems and Theorem 35.
We may now give the simple proof of the Birkhoff-Hopf Theorem for the case of positive matrices of the type given in Lemma 5 1 . = sup
where The maximization of <j> over (0, oo) is a simple problem: <f> is non-negative, its only stationary point is at 1 and its limits at 0 and oo are both zero; it follows that its supremum is attained at 1 and is equal to Using the generalized mean value theorem, we have that for 0 < s < t there exists T with s ^ T ^ t and
It is immediate from this that sup \\j/\ ^ sup <f>, both suprema being taken over the domains of the functions. To show that sup |^~| ^ sup <p, fix t > 0 and choose an arbitrary positive e. By the mean value theorem argument above, -i/r(t -e,t + e) = (j>{r) for some r e [t -e, t + e]. Since (j> is continuous at / and e may be made arbitrarily small, this shows that \\[r\ attains values arbitrarily close to <fi(t) for any given t. It follows that sup \ifr\ ^ sup <j>.
We thus have a -1
It remains to be shown that tanh|A(^4) = (a-l ) / ( a + l ) . Let e 1 = (1,0) and e 2 = (0,1) be the standard basis vectors for R 2 . A(C) is given by the set of all non-negative linear combinations of Ae 1 and Ae 2 ; it follows from Proposition 2-9 that
Since Ae 1 = (a, 1) and Ae 2 = (l,a), we have d(Ae it Ae 2 ) = log a 2 = 2 log a. Now, since A(^4) = 2 log a, a = exp(A(^4)/2) and l _ . j -tanh 5 Finally, we show that if the projective diameter is infinite then the oscillation and contraction ratios are both equal to 1. We place a partial ordering on W by means of the cone D and on V by means of the cone C generated by x and y, so C = {Ax + fiy: A,fi ^ 0}.
Since C is a subcone of C, d(u,v;C) ^ d(u,v;C) . Now, regarding L as a map from V ordered by C to W ordered by D, L has projective diameter d(Lx,Ly) (by Proposition 2-9), so we may conclude from the result for the finite projective diameter case that given e > 0 there exist u,veC with 
with a corresponding formula for the cone D. By using parts (a) and (b) of Proposition 2-9, we see that
A(A) = diam(^(O);Z») = diam(co(T);Z») = dimm(T;D)
which yields (8) . Equation (9) follows from this and the explicit formula for Aej) in (7). I Equation (9) is closely related to results of E. Hopf [16] , who observed that analogous formulae hold for integral operators. 
